


You can relax and unwind just that little 
bit more when you choose a bath from the 
Indulge Collection. Sink into the luxury of 
beautiful design, with soft organic shapes and 
clean, smooth lines. Suddenly, the bathroom 
becomes the centre of style in the home. 
Contemporary, striking and inspired by design 
trends currently shaping bathroom decor. 
Welcome to a selection of quality, enduring 
acrylic island and freestanding baths that will 
redefine Australian bathroom style.
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Product code: NO7BW

Dimensions: 1700 x 850 x 680mm

Water Capacity: 255L

Other Products Featured:  

Dorf Jovian freestanding Bath Mixer  

with hand shower, Dorf Jovian Wall  

Basin Mixer & Liano Vanity Basin.

Noir Freestanding

A seamless freestanding bath with subtle high back 

and organic, tapered design for a deep, relaxing 

soak. White on the inside, black on the outside 

makes Noir a spacious, indulgent and luxurious 

addition to any bathroom.

Set the Scene

Get set for drama. No longer the sole domain 

of white, the bathroom is now open to the use of 

rich contrasts that personalise and add a sense of 

spectacle. Noir is a bath that's completely at home 

in an environment that challenges and stimulates 

the senses.
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Blanc Freestanding

Enjoy a long, luxurious soak? You'll love Blanc, with 

its tapered design to maximise your enjoyment of 

this beautiful, elegant bath. Light and classic, the 

calming shape of Blanc, in serene white, will relax 

both body and soul.

Set the Scene. 

As crisp, clean and bright as an Australian 

summer morning. The look is relaxed yet 

very stylised with backlit quartz wall panels  

delivering soft, diffused light throughout the 

room. Contrast the streamlined elegance of 

Blanc with a modern take on the traditional high 

chandelier.

Product code: BL7W

Dimensions: 1700 x 850 x 680mm

Water Capacity: 255L

Other Products Featured: Dorf Jovian freestanding Bath Mixer  

with hand shower, Dorf Jovian Wall Basin Mixer & Liano Vanity Basin. 
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Product code: CU6W

Dimensions: 1600 x 768 x 560mm

Water Capacity: 375L

Other Products Featured:  

Dorf Jovian freestanding Bath Mixer with 

hand shower, Dorf Jovian Wall Basin Mixer, 

Dorf Jovian Robe Hook, Dorf Jovian Soap 

Dish & Caroma Cube 500 Above Counter 

Vanity Basin. 

Indulge Collection

Cube Freestanding

A freestanding bath is a statement of sheer style 

and the dramatic Cube Freestanding Bath 

represents the ultimate in indulgence.  The 

thinner rim profile enhances the crisp confident 

lines of this elegant and very contemporary bath.  

Rounded edges, centre waste and soft, dual 

reclining ends make the Cube Freestanding the 

last word in comfort.

Set the Scene

A bold and visually stunning reinterpretation of 

the classic pressed metal ceiling delivers a 

sensational backdrop to highlight the simple 

lines of the luxurious Cube Freestanding Bath. 

Complete the look with matching Cube basin and 

toilet suite.
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Cube Back-to-Wall 
Freestanding
A bath for everyone who thinks outside the square. 

The look of a freestanding bath with an integrated 

design makes the Cube Back-to-Wall bath practical 

and easy to clean.  

Perfect for those with small spaces, this bath is big on 

style with its crisp clean lines and thinner rim profile. 

Soft dual reclining ends and centre waste makes 

Cube Back-to-Wall Freestanding a very comfortable 

bath for two, available in two sizes. 

Set the Scene

Reminiscent of the classic New York subway tile, 

the palette of rich warm metallic hues create a mural 

background which places the Cube Back-to-Wall 

Freestanding bath on centre stage. Complete the look 

with matching Cube basin and toilet suite.

Indulge Collection

Product code: CU6WFW CU8WFW 

Dimensions: 1600 x 850 x 572mm 1750 x 850 x 572mm

Water Capacity: 375L  416L 

Other Products Featured:  

Caroma Track Wall Bath Mixer, Caroma Track Basin Mixer, Caroma Track  

Single Towel Rail, Caroma Cube 500 Above Counter Vanity Basin. 
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Product code: CU7ISW

Dimensions: 1675 x 750 x 460mm

Water Capacity: 380L

Other Products Featured:  

Caroma Track Wall Bath Mixer, 

Caroma Track Basin Mixer,  

Track Rail Shower with Overhead, Caroma 

Cube 500 Above Counter Vanity Basin. 

Cube Island

The Cube Island bath is a stylish, rectangular form 

with softer contours and thinner rim profile. Dual 

reclined ends with centre waste make the Cube 

Island a supremely comfortable bath for two; a 

perfect private luxury island retreat. 

Set the Scene

Multidimensional, unique sculptural concrete tiles 

feature with muted grey tones to create a serene 

mood and surround for the Cube Island bath. The 

perfect setting for a long, exhilarating soak. 

Complete the look with matching Cube basin and 

toilet suite.

Indulge Collection
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Product code: VB7W

Dimensions: 1700 x 800 x 475mm

Water Capacity: 336L

Other Products Featured: 

Caroma Track Wall Bath Mixer,

Caroma Track Basin Mixer,  

Caroma Track Single Towel Rail, 

Caroma Cube 320 Above Counter 

Vanity Basin. 

Vibe Island

The daring asymmetrical design of Vibe  Island 

responds to the movement towards softer 

rectangular styling. It's an ideal choice for those 

who love the idea of a bath built for two with 

dual reclined ends and offset centre waste for 

maximum comfort.  

Set the Scene

You'll feel the Vibe as soon as you walk in the 

room. The crisp, ultra-contemporary lines and 

splash of bold colour will visually excite, while the 

promise of hours of carefree indulgence  

in the Vibe Island bath will seduce and entice.

Indulge Collection
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Product code: CR7W

Dimensions: 1700 x 750 x 475mm

Water Capacity: 285L

Other Products Featured: 

Caroma Track Wall Bath Mixer, 

Caroma Track Basin Mixer, Caroma Track 

Shower System, Caroma Track Towel Ring & 

Fowler Regent Inset Basin. 

Curl Island

The curved rim of the Curl Island Bath is a 

celebration of Australia's coast line and the delights 

and temptations of our affair with the beach. 

Dual reclined ends make the Curl a supremely 

comfortable island bath made for two. You're on a 

wave to luxury and style.

Set the Scene

Bored with beige? Strong, rich hues of blue and 

purple accentuate the evocative, flowing wave 

of the Curl Island. The use of dramatic, striking 

colour adds a sense of sophistication and style to 

the bathroom, creating the perfect contrast for the 

composed lines of the Curl Island Bath.

Indulge Collection
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Deva Freestanding An outstanding addition to our freestanding 

range, this minimalist rectangular bath 

will be the centrepiece of your bathroom.  

A seamless design with an offset waste  

for comfort. 

Aura Freestanding Nothing says luxury like a freestanding bath. A 

beautiful seamless oval design with minimalist 

styling, complete with an offset waste for a 

comfortable bathing experience. Available in two 

sizes, including a compact size for smaller 

bathrooms. 
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Freestanding Baths
Acrylic

Dimensions

1750mm x 780mm x 580mm deep   DE7W

Dimension options

1580mm x 735mm x 560mm deep   AU6W

1775mm x 805mm x 560mm deep   AU8W

Products featured: Aura 1800 freestanding bath,  

Dorf Jovian freestanding bath mixer with hand shower.

Soak in the atmosphere  
of a Caroma bath.

Is there anything more relaxing 

than a long luxurious  

soak in a Caroma bath? 

If you prefer your water still, there’s 

a Caroma bath that will help you

turn your bathroom into a beautiful, 

private and stylish retreat.
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Rectangular and Oval Baths
Acrylic

Newbury Island Plus

Dimension options 

1675mm x 760mm x 456mm deep                                                         NC7W 

1800mm x 850mm x 468mm deep   NW8W

Enjoy an even more luxurious soak with a 

bath designed for two. Comfortable reclined  

ends and a centre waste make the Newbury Island 

Plus a perfect two person bath for a relaxing soak. 

Newbury Newbury Island
Take pampering to a new level with the luxury of 

a Newbury bath. Make the experience even more 

enjoyable with an optional headrest or backrest. 

The Newbury bath range has been designed to 

delight all senses with clean, simple lines and 

contemporary design. Complete with a four tile 

flange for built-in installation.

Newbury Island

The luxury feel of Newbury, available in an island 

design.

Newbury Island Narrow Bath

The features and beautiful lines of Newbury, only 

slightly narrower with thinner rim detail for a 

more compact bathroom.

Dimension options 

1525mm x 760mm x 468mm deep NU5W  

1670mm x 760mm x 478mm deep NU7W

1800mm x 850mm x 469mm deep NU8W

Dimension options / Newbury Island 

1525mm x 760mm x 456mm deep NW5W 

1670mm x 760mm x 456mm deep NW7W

Dimensions / Newbury Island Narrow

1675mm x 750mm x 448mm deep   NN7W

Classic

Dimension options 

1525mm x 750mm x 450mm deep   CL5W

1698mm x 752mm x 457mm deep   CL7W

A stand out in any bathroom, it’s hard to know 

which you’ll enjoy more; the beautiful elongated 

oval shape with its characteristic curves, or the 

luxurious experience it promises. 
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Rectangular Baths
Acrylic

Maxton Maxton Island

Dimension options 

1525mm x 735mm x 438mm deep   MX5W 

1675mm x 735mm x 438mm deep   MX7W

1795mm x 780mm x 480mm deep  
(Same design as Maxton Island with centre waste)                            

MX8W

Dimensions 

1795mm x 780mm x 468mm deep                                                       MX8ISW

A fresh, simple, contemporary design with 

integrated armrests for added comfort. Complete 

with a four tile flange for built-in installation.

The fresh design of the Maxton, with an island 

installation. The Maxton Island features double 

reclined ends and a centre waste to make this an 

ideal bath for two. Built-in armrests for comfort 

add that extra touch of relaxation. 

Vivas  Vivas Island

Dimension options 

1525mm x 760mm x 437mm deep   VI5W 

1675mm x 760mm x 437mm deep   VI7W 

Dimension options 

1525mm x 760mm x 425mm deep   VI5ISW

1525mm x 760mm x 425mm deep with anti-slip  VV5ISW 

1675mm x 760mm x 425mm deep   VI7ISW

1675mm x 760mm x 425mm deep with anti-slip   VV7ISW

The Vivas bath, a simple design with a 

contemporary twist; a gently reclining end so you 

can relax in style. Complete with four tile flange 

for built-in installation.

It’s like having your very own private island 

of relaxation, a beautiful, striking addition to 

any bathroom. The Vivas Island Bath has been 

designed to take comfort to a new level with a 

gently reclining end.
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Soak in the

atmosphere
Soak in the

Soak in the

atmosphereof a
Caroma steel bath
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Stirling

Dimension options 

1525mm x 770mm x 330mm deep   857510W

1675mm x 770mm x 330mm deep   857511W

Oval and Rectangular Baths
     Steel

Enjoy the sensation of a long soak, with a 

generous base and plenty of width. A classic steel 

design perfect for any bathroom. Complete with 

four tile flange for built-in installation. Overflow 

and Sure Step options are available.

Shark

Marina

Dimension options 

1500mm x 710mm x 385mm deep   857590W

1700mm x 745mm x 385mm deep   857591W

Dimension options 

1525mm x 770mm x 400mm deep   857520W

1675mm x 770mm x 400mm deep   857521W

A streamlined steel design, with contemporary 

straight edges to visually delight. The perfect island 

setting.

A bath the whole family will love. Beautifully 

designed with generous proportions, complete with 

four tile flange for built-in installation. Sure Step 

option is available.

Starlett

Dimension options 

1745mm x 850mm x 438mm deep                  SL7W

1850mm x 850mm x 438mm deep   SL9W 

Indulgence you deserve. With seamless rounded 

styling you’ll be bathing in the lap of luxury 

with this beautiful steel bath designed to suit  

any bathroom. 
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Steel

Steel baths

Optional upgrades available for steel baths

Sure Step / Caroma Sure Step is an optional feature that creates a slip resistant base for 

additional safety (available for Shark and Stirling baths).

Overflow / Overflow is a safety feature we include that allows water to flow back to the drain, before it 

reaches the rim, if the bath is overfilled (available for Stirling bath only).

Here are some solid reasons to consider a Caroma steel bath.
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Value
A Caroma steel bath offers real value for money and a lifetime of enjoyment. You can own a 

superior product without paying a premium price.

Durability
The Caroma steel bath porcelain enamel surface is resistant to scratches, marks and hot objects. 

It will maintain its gloss, shine and original colour for decades if well maintained, even when 

subjected to sunlight and household cleaning products. However, should it chip or crack the 

porcelain enamel can be easily repaired.

Comfort and Design
All Caroma baths are ergonomically designed to offer the greatest comfort. So you’ll experience 

a long luxurious soak and a lifetime of enjoyment.

Heat Retention
A Caroma steel bath will retain heat for longer compared to acrylic baths. So your bath experience 

will be even more enjoyable, as well as being more economical.

Easy to clean
A Caroma steel bath is easy to clean and more hygienic. The porcelain enamel surface resists 

bacteria and bathroom mould and will maintain its glossy appearance. It will not be damaged by 

standard household cleaners.

Our Guarantee
All Caroma steel baths are manufactured to the highest standard and come with a 10 

year product warranty. To view the Caroma full warranty terms and conditions visit  

www.caroma.com.au.
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Products Featured: 

Starlett 1850 Steel Bath,

Opal 720 RH Shelf Wall Basin,

Opal II Wall Faced Toilet Suite,

Dorf Myriad Cross Tapware.



For full warranty terms and conditions, please visit www.caroma.com.au © Copyright 2013. Caroma 

Industries Limited. ABN 35 00 189 499 All rights reserved. Material and design specifications subject 

to change without notice. Plug and waste not included on Baths. Product colour reproduction is 

as near to actual product colour as production methods allow. Warning: Products in this brochure  

are subject of registered designs and patents. ® is a registered trademark of Caroma Industries. This brochure 

relates to Australian products only and some product, design or specifications may differ in other countries.
Cert no. SCS-COC-001360


